Traditionally, Testing is at Best, Costly – and at Worst, Ignored

Testing an organization’s critical platforms is at the heart of healthy application management. With identity a misconfigured workflow or an unforeseen change can be the difference between security and risk.

Traditional testing to combat this is labor-intensive and can be costly. At worst – testing can be ignored entirely. We want to enable organizations with a better approach to ensure that they are maximizing the health of their overall identity landscape, all while minimizing effort and cost.

The Saviynt Test Automation Framework – Designed for Confidence

With the Saviynt Test Automation Framework, we want to enable organizations to confidently monitor the health and configuration of their Saviynt EIC platform to ensure that every key workflow and functionality is operating as needed to keep the business moving.

Powered by automation – this framework is designed to drastically reduce the effort to test, increase the frequency of testing, and ultimately decrease the time that any issue or potential issue exists within the environment.
Driving Platform Health and Able to Grow with You

With the Saviynt Test Automation framework, you can have the confidence to continually test and monitor the health of your workflows and key environment configurations. If something breaks, you can know within minutes or hours, instead of days or weeks.

The suite is built in an extensible Test Automation Framework that can grow as your Saviynt EIC platform changes to meet the needs of your business.

Decrease the Time to Test by 80%

- Run your automation testing with the click of a button – or on a schedule – and save hours of testing effort
- Have the ability to let testing run during off hours and review any findings as they come up

Improve Overall Environment Health by Increasing Test Frequency

- Test every change in the environment and ensure that every key workflow and configuration is operating as expected
- Continue to extend the testing framework to encompass additional workflows as your Saviynt EIC platform changes to meet business needs

Reduce the Cost of Dedicated Support and Downtime

- Decrease the number of staff needed to troubleshoot and triage environment issues and incoming tickets, by keeping those issues from ever presenting in production
- Reduce environment downtime that can lead to costly slowdowns across the business

Saviynt Exchange

Connect Everything. Securely.

Next Steps

View the extensive library of integrations at https://saviynt.com/integrations to see detailed information and implementation guides designed to help you get the most from the Enterprise Identity Cloud.